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You've purchased this product with Master Resell Rights and Private Label Rights. You are free to sell it

and keep 100 of the profits. In fact, I just got my hands on this report myself...Direct from the creator. Only

a very few people have this report in their hands. In fact...Nobody has this sales letter. Jason Anderson

(the author), and I have worked together to create this page exclusively for my subscribers. You see,

Jason is launching a new site this year which I believe will be a hit with anybody who owns or manages a

website of ANY kind. I won't mention the website here...but it is revealed in his report...which I'm offering

to you. In fact, after you receive the report, there is a link to register your copy for updates. These updates

will include: Video & audio tutorials to the recommended (free) software mentioned in the report. Invitation

to make a whopping 70 on Jason's personal favicon design services...Yes, you will be able to offer

graphic design services...without actually doing the design work. Future updates to "Favicons Made EZ".

New release expected soon. These are all updates which are in the works but I wanted you (my

subscriber) to be the first to know. Jason's got a lot of plans up his sleeve with his graphic design

services. Even I don't know all the details yet...he's still getting everything set up and ready. I do know
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this, however...everybody who has a copy of "Favicons Made EZ" and registers for updates will be

pleasantly surprised. There are going to be plenty of opportunity to build a business around his up and

coming design services. I'm not just offering you a great report. I'm letting you in on a BIG idea which will

be launched this summer. When (if) you register for updates, you will be taken to "X" website. I don't want

to spill the beans now, but that is the site that The only way to be informed is to purchase this report and

register for updates. Remember, this is BRAND NEW and as my subscriber, you are one of the very first

to know. Plus, I GUARANTEE that the price of this report is less than you can get it from Jason. He hasn't

launched his website yet but when he does, this report will no longer be offered at this price. Ok... Now on

to what you are going to receive in the report itself: Here are a few topics covered in the report...just to

name a few: Selecting and creating images for favicons. Recommended Free Image Editing Software.

Links to Free online favicon generators where you can instantly convert existing images to favicons. How

to convert images to .ico file formats...this is a must! Discover which image formats work and which ones

won't. Secrets to forcing Web Browsers to display your favicon. Easy instructions on how to install a

favicon on your website. Plus...much much more... The information in this report will reveal many

resources you can use to create and install a custom favicon on your own site for FREE. After you

purchase this report, you will have the resources you need and 100 of the information you need with

nothing more to buy!! You won't find any sales pitches or affiliate links in this report. No Way!! This is a

report, not a sales pitch. And believe me it's a solid report. Use your own copy of the book to build your

list. Here are a couple of ideas... Give away...An excellent list building tool. Anybody with a presence

online needs to know this information. So no matter what niche you are in, you will have a valuable

resource that your prospects need. Package with other products for your own one-time-offer. Sell it for a

profit. If you don't have a favicon for your website your are missing out on some powerful branding.

They're much more than "cool" graphics for your website. Favicons FORCE browsers to favor YOUR links

and increase your websites VISIBILITY, BRAND RECOGNITION, and TRAFFIC... Hmm... Traffic you

say? Well, lets, see. Your website will be branded on EVERYBODY'S "Favorites" or "Bookmarked" folder,

giving you an unfair competitive advantage! That's right every time someone bookmarks your site, your

branding is saved as well That screenshot above is just a portion of my constantly changing personal

"favorites" folder on my laptop. I literally have close to 100 folders saved, each with over a dozen sites

listed so I can visit them later. How about your bookmarked sites? Open it up right now. The proof is right



there on your own computer. Take note of how few sites actually have taken advantage of this type of

branding. Go ahead, take a look!! Isn't it amazing the amount of sites that aren't taking advantage of

favicons? However, don't be fooled. This trend is starting to take off like wildfire!! The time to take action

is now because soon everybody will have one. Get your site recognized BEFORE the rest of the herd

drowns out YOUR site! As more and more people implement favicons, where will your site end up on the

bookmarked list? Will it still be a generic link? That's not all a good favicon can do for you. Now you can

learn how to create a unique favicon for your website. Introducing: Learn how to easily create favicons for

all of your websites. PLUS... You'll have an INSTANT info product that you and ALL marketers could

use...in any niche, not just internet marketing. Think about this for a moment. How easy would it be to say

to your visitors... "look at your browser...see the image that brands my website? Want a unique icon for

your for your site? Click here for more info." Genius!! Create a favicon for your own site, then sell a "how

to" manual for a profit or give it away to help grow your opt-in list. This isn't some rehashed report

either...It's brand new andas of this Tags: plr, mrr, ez
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